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A system for 3D scene reconstruction, which can support
effective robotic sensing and navigation in an indoor
environment with only a low-cost RGB-D sensor is
presented in this research. The 3D scene model can be
used for many applications such as virtual reality
visualization and robot navigation. Motivated by these
applications, our goal is to create a system that takes a
sequence of RGB and depth images captured with a hand-
held camera as input and produces a globally consistent
3D probabilistic occupancy map model as output.
For each incoming frame as shown in Figure 1(a) RGB
image which is captured from the color sensor and Figure
1(b) depth image which is captured from the IR sensor. To
reconstruct the 3D scene, we need to estimate the camera
transformation matrix
The input data for our 3D reconstruction system is RGB-D
video, which are acquired from pre-calibrated RGB-D
camera Microsoft kinect with known intrinsic parameters.
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Figure 1. Input data
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Figure 2. Pinhole camera geometry
In Figure 2, suppose fx, fy are focal lengths and ox, oy are
the image centers of the camera, a 3D point in the camera
coordinate system is projected to the image plane using
projection
where p is a point from P pixel coordinates p = (u,v)T and
a corresponding depth measurement Z = D(u,v). The
inverse projection function is defined as
Figure 4. 3D model on point-cloud
After the camera pose is estimated with the photo-metric
error and ICP, a global point-cloud scene can be created as
shown in Figure 4. Since the depth image IR sensor is
noisy, an outlier filter is used to remove small patch point-
clouds, which are considered as sensor noise. Due to the
depth data redundancy, we need to use a voxel grid down
sampling filter to reduce the data size according to the
Octomap resolution.
Octomap is a voxel probability representation, as shown in
Figure 5, computing the occupancy probabilities of node. It
is fairly efficient for large environment since it keeps an
octree structure of voxels, and large changed scene that are
either occupied or free are combined together into a node.
Figure 5. 3D model on point-cloud
Figure 3. Camera pose
Combine the geometry and intensity
error, the camera trajectory is
estimated as shown in Figure 3. The
pink lines represent the camera pose.
